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High Quality Drone Audio Capture
A novel microphone-array signal processing technique that works
independent of drone type and size
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Background

The considerable growth in the sales of small drones is driven, amongst other things, by applications that use

drones to record videos from new and desirable viewpoints. However, because of the strong ego-noise generated

by the rotating motors and propellers, even the most advanced system can only record poor quality sound. This

also affects other use cases when audio might be captured onboard drones e.g. spoken instructions in a

human‑drone interaction or direction finding a whistle blast during a search and rescue operation.

Tech Overview

Researchers at Queen Mary, University of London have developed a technology that can reduce the ego-noise with

a novel microphone-array signal processing technique. The prototype works independently of the drone type and

size and does not require dedicated microphones for monitoring motor sounds to be installed. 

The technology can:

Significantly improve the SNR of filtered signals against the background ego-noise to make them usable;

and

Identify the direction of origin of selected audio signals.

Benefits

Significant improvement in signal to noise compared to standard filtering technqiues

Can also identify direction of origin for selected sounds

Doesn’t require prior knowledge of drone design or dedicated sensors to be mounted near the motors ‑ can

therefore be easily externally retrofitted on any multi‑rotor drone

Modest size, weight and power requirements

Applications

There are a wide range of use cases for this technology to both improve audio recording on drones and also

enable better human drone interaction.

Potential markets of interest include

Emergency Services

Security and defence

Media and entertainment

Logistics and delivery



Agriculture 

Infrastructure

Healthcare

Consumer products

Opportunity

QMUL are seeking commercial partners to develop and licence this technology for selected applications.


